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Afco Double Adjustable Sprint/Mini Sprint Shock
The M2’s ability to keep the tires in compliance with any track surface condition from tacky to slick, bumpy to 
smooth, rutted to washboard, lies in its combination of low friction and fast reacting components. Working together, 
all the parts of the M2 provide unparalleled seat-of-the-pants feel for the track, consistency, and TRACTION.  
Flexible Gas Bladder Design
The M2’s gas inflated bladder is able to compress and expand at incomparably high 
speeds, very slow speeds, very small movements and large deflection all at the same 
time with virtually no resistance or friction. This allows it to react to the most minute 
high frequency chatter, while still providing positive control of weight transfer during 
transitions on the track. 
Adjustment Range 
The M2’s design allows it to perform in ways other shocks cannot. The M2 provides an 
unparalleled range of adjustment & performance abilities.
Due to its unique design, the adjustments you make with the M2 have a very 
large effect on handling.
The M2’s mono-tube, gas pressure design coupled with its superior valve 
design and use of gas charged bladder provide real, substantial control of 
compression and rebound resistances throughout the entire velocity range. 
This means the M2’s adjustments are much more pronounced and provide 
more sensitive & extended low speed adjustments for increased effective tuning range.
Low Gas Pressure
The M2 remains hyper-sensitive at significantly lower gas pressures than the 
competition. This gives you the advantage of being able to run a MONO-TUBE shock 
and achieve TWIN-TUBE shock feel & characteristics.
Easy To Use & Accurate 
The adjusters on the AFCO M2 are specifically designed to make fast, precise, and 
repeatable changes. The knobs are 100% O-ring sealed from the elements and easy 
to grasp, even with muddy, greasy, or gloved hands. The easy-to-feel, spring-loaded 
detents allow you to quickly change with a simple click.

The ulTimaTe weapon

6” or 7”
Micro Shock
$399.99

Afco Edge Complete Shock Packages
NEW! EDGE Sprint Car/Mini Sprint Packages - (Now available in 6” & 8” Packages, as well as 7” & 9”)
Winning reputations aren’t given – they’re earned. Tireless testing and development have earned AFCO a reputation for 
offering the best-performing Sprint Car shock line on the track, with multiple championships in USAC and the World Of 
Outlaws as a result. Now, with the help of many champion drivers, AFCO has developed an all-new line of EDGE Sprint 
Car/Mini Sprint Packages, available now!
The EDGE Sprint/Mini Sprint Packages are more than just boxes of shocks. Each of the 11 shocks in these packages is 
designed to provide specific rebound and compression dampening at both low- and high-
speed shaft velocities to maximize handling for specific track conditions. Each package also 
includes a comprehensive tuning guide that shows you exactly which shocks go together 

to make all four corners of your car perfect for any track 
condition – whether it’s dry, slick, heavy or rough.

The EDGE Sprint Car/Mini Sprint 
Packages provide you the complete 

arsenal to dominate any track condition. 
AFCO also offers four-shock Slick Track 
Only packages. If you want to take the 
guesswork out of your shock setup, 
the new line of AFCO EDGE shocks is 
your answer.

Applications:
• Sprint Car/Mini 

Sprint
 (Wing and Non-

Wing)
• Fully rebuildable 

shocks

MINI SPRINT 
PACKAGES
11-Shock Package,
Wing/Non-Wing 
(6”)
$1759.99
(only $159.99 per 
shock!)

NEW!

NEW!
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Afco Double Adjustable Sprint/Mini Sprint Shock
The M2’s ability to keep the tires in compliance with any track surface condition from tacky to slick, bumpy to 
smooth, rutted to washboard, lies in its combination of low friction and fast reacting components. Working together, 
all the parts of the M2 provide unparalleled seat-of-the-pants feel for the track, consistency, and TRACTION.  
Flexible Gas Bladder Design
The M2’s gas inflated bladder is able to compress and expand at incomparably high 
speeds, very slow speeds, very small movements and large deflection all at the same 
time with virtually no resistance or friction. This allows it to react to the most minute 
high frequency chatter, while still providing positive control of weight transfer during 
transitions on the track. 
Adjustment Range 
The M2’s design allows it to perform in ways other shocks cannot. The M2 provides an 
unparalleled range of adjustment & performance abilities.
Due to its unique design, the adjustments you make with the M2 have a very 
large effect on handling.
The M2’s mono-tube, gas pressure design coupled with its superior valve 
design and use of gas charged bladder provide real, substantial control of 
compression and rebound resistances throughout the entire velocity range. 
This means the M2’s adjustments are much more pronounced and provide 
more sensitive & extended low speed adjustments for increased effective tuning range.
Low Gas Pressure
The M2 remains hyper-sensitive at significantly lower gas pressures than the 
competition. This gives you the advantage of being able to run a MONO-TUBE shock 
and achieve TWIN-TUBE shock feel & characteristics.
Easy To Use & Accurate 
The adjusters on the AFCO M2 are specifically designed to make fast, precise, and 
repeatable changes. The knobs are 100% O-ring sealed from the elements and easy 
to grasp, even with muddy, greasy, or gloved hands. The easy-to-feel, spring-loaded 
detents allow you to quickly change with a simple click.

The ulTimaTe weapon

6” or 7”
Micro Shock
$399.99

Afco Edge Complete Shock Packages
NEW! EDGE Sprint Car/Mini Sprint Packages - (Now available in 6” & 8” Packages, as well as 7” & 9”)
Winning reputations aren’t given – they’re earned. Tireless testing and development have earned AFCO a reputation for 
offering the best-performing Sprint Car shock line on the track, with multiple championships in USAC and the World Of 
Outlaws as a result. Now, with the help of many champion drivers, AFCO has developed an all-new line of EDGE Sprint 
Car/Mini Sprint Packages, available now!
The EDGE Sprint/Mini Sprint Packages are more than just boxes of shocks. Each of the 11 shocks in these packages is 
designed to provide specific rebound and compression dampening at both low- and high-
speed shaft velocities to maximize handling for specific track conditions. Each package also 
includes a comprehensive tuning guide that shows you exactly which shocks go together 

to make all four corners of your car perfect for any track 
condition – whether it’s dry, slick, heavy or rough.

The EDGE Sprint Car/Mini Sprint 
Packages provide you the complete 

arsenal to dominate any track condition. 
AFCO also offers four-shock Slick Track 
Only packages. If you want to take the 
guesswork out of your shock setup, 
the new line of AFCO EDGE shocks is 
your answer.

Applications:
• Sprint Car/Mini 

Sprint
 (Wing and Non-

Wing)
• Fully rebuildable 

shocks
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Wing/Non-Wing 
(6”)
$1759.99
(only $159.99 per 
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